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1. Introduction. • UA0000789

Having in view the topic of llic Conference I should like to focus attention on an heuristic
role: of generalization of geometrical basis of a physical theory. I mean that consideration of
a physical theory on in a more complicate geometrical framework, for simple instance, on the
Ricmannian space-time background instead of the initial Euclidean one, can lead to better
understanding in the initial (i.e. Euclidean) version of the theory.

As an instructive example of what I mean the solution could serve of the problem which
might be referred in the nowaday terms as "the classic conformal anomaly" of the scalar field
[1]. The problem consisted in that the trace of the energy-momentum tensor of masslcss scalar
field in the Minkowskian space-time /?]i3 does not vanish in spite of invariance of the standard
d'Alembert equation with respect to the special conformal group. In [1] it was found that
correct quasiclassical behavior of one-particle states of quantum massive real scalar field <p(x)
in the De Sitter space-time Sij is provided only by the following generalization of the Klein-
Gordon equation to the general Riemannian space-time Vli3 ( the notation is standard),

D0 + cft(x)^ + (12£)% = o, (l)
V h '

D =' y°eVad0, a,/?,.... = 0,1,2,3.
with special value of the parameter (, namely ( = 1/6, which corresponds to the conformal
coupling of 4> to the external gravitation. (It should be notified that, despite the field quan-
tization was considered only in Si^, the conclusion on the form of the "true" field equation
Eij.(l) was quite general for any Vi,3 , see [2].) Then, In Ei^ Eq.(l) reduces evidently to the
same Klein-Gordon equation for any value of ( but the (metric) energy-momentum tensor,
having been be calculated in Vi3 , still depends on £ even in Ei%3 and,for £ = 1/6 it has zero
trace for m = 0 in any Vl3 and, naturally, in £ 1 3 . This discovery of the so called "new
improved energy-momentum tensor" played important role in putting Eq.(l) into wide use in
theoretical physical and attracted more attention to conformal invariance.

In this paper it will be outlined that such an heuristic role play generalization of quantum
mechanics of a particle to H,3 , though this theory is has its own physical range of applicability
and thus it is interesting in itself.

The most obvious way to the generalization is to quantize the classical mechanics of a
particle in Vii3 which in turn branches off to two versions. The first, general relativistic
quantization considers all four space-time coordinates uniformly and thus the phase space
corresponding to a geodesic motion is eight-dimensional. The second, time-dependent version
distinguishes the time coordinate by a 1+3-foliation of Vij as an evolution parameter and
the phase space is six-dimensional.

On the other hand, quantum mechanics may be considered also as a theory of the one-
particle sector of the Fock space in the canonical quantum field theory (QFT). Contrary
to quantization, this field-theoretical approach seems to be in a better correspondence with
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the true arrangement of tin? Nature which does not quantize classical systems, but rather it
"dcquantizes" the quantum ones in the limit k = 0,

Do these two approaches (quantization of mechanics and the field-theoretical one) lead the
same quantum mechanics? One of my aims is to show that the answer is :"Do not, except the
case of the exact non-relativistic limit, i.e. for c~' = 0, c being the velocity of light." If the
latter is not the case, interesting distinctions arise even in El3 . For example, it proves that
non-commuting curvilinear coordinates are naturally inherent to quantum mechanics deduced
from QFT.

The notation is standard and, as a rule, in the simple index form though, when it can-
not cause a confusion, non-index notation, like e.g. (TV) = r°V a , will also be used for brevity.

2. Quantization of mechanics of a particle
in curved space—time

A formal gencral-relativistic quantization of geodesic motion in the general Vii3 is pre-
sented in the monograph by Sniatycki (3], ch.10. in the framework of the geometrical quan-
tization. I outline on heuristic level of accuracy and very briefly the construction one starts
with and the final result of quantization considering K,3 as if it were ah elementary manifold.

The classical phase space of a particle is the cotangent bundle T' Ki.3 and the eight canonical
coordinates {q^a\p{p)} are chosen so that the four coordinates g(a' are the pull-backs of four
functions q^(x), x 6 V13 (Sniatycki called them "position type functions") which satisfy the
condition det ||9^</(o)|| # 0.

Thus a distinction is made between an abstract arithmetisation of VJ^ by coordinates xa

and space-time position observabtes specified by the functions q("\x). The geodesic dynamics
can be introduced as a constraint in T'Vi^ which is the pull-back of the known relation for
the momentum of a particle with a rest mass m in 1̂ ,3

9">>(X)paPp = m V . (2)

The basic quantum mechanical operators generated by quantization are the operator of
projection of momentum on a given vector field if "(a) in V]|3 :

« W =' •* (*"(*)*. + \v°K°(x)) • (3)

where V is tke covariant derivative in V|i3 . (The sign of the right hand side term is stipulated
by the choice of the signature (+,—,—,—) of the metric form of Vi,3 .) and the operators of
position type functions

««"'(*) = «*•>(*) • 1, (4)

i.e. they are the operators of multiplication by the functions q^(x) what is shown by the unity
operator 1 in the right hand side. These operators act in the space H of square integrable
complex functions endowed by the Hermitean inner product

<4>x,<h>= f ?1^(-detff)1/a> ^ i , & € « . (5)
Jv,.3

The operators }'"', PK are obviously Hermitean with respect to the inner product < . , . >.
A very remarkable result is that the constraint Eq.(2) is mapped under quantization to

the condition specifying in W a subspace of the functions satisfying Eq.(l) just with ( = 1/6
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and not with ( = 0 as one might expect from the viewpoimt of minimality of coupling to
gravitation.

Unfortunately, the inner product Eq.(5) causes a serious problem in the physical interpre-
tation of the obtained construction and contradicts to results of canonical quantization of the
corresponding field: the solutions of Eq.(l) which, at least in particular curved space-times,
can be interpreted as one- particle wave functions do not belong to "H because do not vanish
sufficiently fast in V\fl in the time-like directions. In brief, the cause is in uniform treatment
of time and space coordinates contrary to the canonical quantum theory, where time is an
evolution parameter, not a coordinate. -

It were worthy to consider another version of quantization of mechanics starting with 1+3-
foliation of V13 for "time" and "space" and thus with a six-dimensional phase space. Though
this version is not developed on the level of the geometric quantization, it is evident enough
that the quantum phase would be formed by six operators which are similar to those given by
Eqs.(3),(4). In any case, there would be three commuting operators of "spatial position type
functions" since this follows from the postulates of quantization. I think that this version is
covered in a sense by an alternative field-theoretical approach to the construction of quantum
mechanics which starts with basic setting of quantum field theory in Vi,3 .

3. Field—Theoretical Approach to Quantum Mechanics
in Riemannian Space-Time

Thus, I am going to consider the one-particle sector of the Fock representation of quantized
real scalar field <j>(x), x 6 Ki,3. It is well-known, see e.g. [4,5], that generally in Vlt3 there
is no uniqueness in construction of the Fock space T analogous to that which is in /?i 3 and
the static space-times from the condition of minimality of the energy of the cyclic state (the
vacuum). Nevertheless a general framework of the Fock representation can be outlined as
follows.

Consider in $ c = $ <g> C, the complexification of an appropriate space $ of solutions
Eq.(l), and decompose it such that

$„= $ -e$ + , (6)

where $* are supposed to be consisting of mutually complex conjugate solutions and the
natural bilinear form

"= ' f CO

where E = {£(x) — const, x € Ki,3,; (OSdS) > 0} is a Cauchy hypersurface, is non-negative
and non-positive definite correspondingly for <f>(x) € $~ and <j>(%) € $ + . Then the Fock space
.F, corresponding to decomposition Eq.(6) in the Schrodinger pictureand depending on a
choice of a Cauchy hypersurface £, can be constructed as follows

^ ( £ ) = C e * " \z ® (*" Is ®S * " is) © - (8)

where ®s denotes the symmetrical tensor product of space 0 " |E which is the space of functions
^(x) IE> fifa) € $"• Notify that choice of £ fixes the way of symmetrisation of tensor product
of spaces $~.

Further, if |^i ,^2,. . . ,^n > E € ^(E) , $i,$2i---i<An £ $~ is an n-quasiparticle state, then
the operators a+ (4>) and a" (<f>) of annihilation and creation of a field configuration <j>(x) € Q~
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act as follows (4):

(9)

Hence for » = 1 one readily obtains that

>£= {01, <t>,}z (10)

However, in general, there is a large arbitrariness in the decomposition Eq.(6). This am-
biguity is the known problem of definition of what is the one-particle state in.QFT in the
curved space-time. It has a satisfactory solution only in particular cases of sufficiently high
space-time isometries, of which $" should be a representation space. Even in these cases,
except the case of E\,3 and £ ~ R3, it proves to be necessary to invoke additional physical
arguments such as the mentioned above correct quasiclassical behavior of <p{x) 6 $~ [I], min-
imality of the rate of cosmological particle creation [6), diagonalization of the hamiltonian [4];
see, a consequent exposition of the question in the monographs [4,5] .

In the general V]3 one has no symmetry arguments and can appeal only to the in-
tuitive idea of a quantum particle as a localized object, which is firmly formulated in the
non-relativistic quantum mechanics, i.e. for c~l = 0, through the Bom's probabilistic inter-
pretation of the amplitude of wave functions V>(z) m the configurational space of the particle.
Therefore one can look for the asymptotic in c~2 solutions of Eq.(l) which provide approximate
quasi-non-rclativistic representation of <t>~.

Thus, suppose that the space 4>" is approximately the state >Ŝ  of asymptotic in c~2

solutions of the order N that can be found by use of the following WKB-type Ansatz, see
details in [8,9]:

0(*) = y/h/imc exp (-*— S(x)) VN(x,D)Hx). (11)

The formula needs rather long explanations. The function S(x) is assumed to be a solution
of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for geodesic motion in Vil3

daSd°S = 1, (12)

with an initial value S(x) |s= ,% = const on E; thus, it provides with an 1+3-foliation of V*]3
which is formed by normal geodesic, translation of S . Eq.(l) induces on 1̂ (2) a Schrodinger
equation

ihTil> = HN(x,D)il>, (13)

where
T '= TaVa+

l-VaT
tt, ra f cd'S, raVra =0.

2 •
The vector field Ta(x) is called a normal geodesic frame of reference. The hamillonian
HN(X,D) which is actually an asymptotic sum in c~2 contains, as it will be seen below,
only on the derivatives Da along the hypersurfaces S(x) = const

^ (14)
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The differential operator Vn{x,D) is introduced to continue s asymptotically the relation
Eq(5) up to standard quasi-non-relativistic scalar product:

s < <h\<h >s= {<fix, Ms = I dcr(xW,(x) i>!(x) =' f>,, i>2)s + 0 (C-2<N+1>) . (15)
i s

The explicit asymptotic expansions for HN(X, D) and VN(X, D) can be found from the following
denning relations (the daggers in Eqs. (16, 17) denote the Hermitean conjugation with respect
to the inner product (., ..)s)

flN ¥' </„-> (J5fo VN + [MT, VN]) + O ( c - ^ + ' l ) , (16)

(17)

in terms of the intermediate operator //w(x,/)) which, in turn, is defined by the following
recurrence relations

K = H0 =' - — (A3 - <;R(z) + Q ( 3 5 daS) + J ( ° S ) J ) ) • (18)

A n + 1 = {-ihT, h n } ~ Y l ftt/in.t, n > 0 , (19)

A.? being the daplace-Bcltrami operator on the hypcrsvtrface S{x) = const, (the daggers in
Eqs. (16, 17) denote the Ilermitcan conjugation with respect to the inner product (., .)s)

It is very important that, as is shown in [7j,

//„ = fl1
N + O (c-2<w+I>) . (20)

Tliorcforc, if we interpret of V'(^i)^(^i) as the probability density to observe the particle at
the point .TI of tlio hypersurface S(x) = S(.T,) , this particle is an asymptotically stable object
in some neighborhood of E.

The space of solutions of Kq.(l3) which are defined, of course, by the initial functions
^(tf)jv end ^(5^; A') equipped by the one-parameter set of scalar products (., .)$, will be
denoted further AS ^(K; N)

4. The ono-particle operator of momentum in
the quasi-non-rclativistic representation

Hnviug jurcpf.cd the point of view that U*(̂ ; A') is the protective space of slates of a
quantum spinless pail'ule in V'i,.t with the Horn's probabilistic interpretation of f̂r(z) one
should iitlrodmv priutiiry iiwf.lianif.ivl oUsrrvables of tlie particle as operators in this quasi-
nim relativistir rcpri'si-ntation. In principle it is quite simple in the case of the projection of
momentum on a t̂ iven v<*ctor field A'rt(;r) because the its o|K*rator in QFT is well- known:

T"{x)K<>(x)'ral,(*) =. (21)

where 7',,,.,(̂ ) is I be eniTjy iiit)ineiiliim tensor of the field <j>(x) and the double-dots define
tiorimil piuduit with rospeit the cyclic vector of the Fork space •?"(£), Eq.(8). The matrix



element of VK{% S) between two quasi-one-particle states |0i >s g and ($2 > E in ̂ (S) can
be asymptotically expressed by use of Eqs.(ll),(13),(16) as matrix elements of an operator
between the corresponding wave functions 0 i ;^ j € *(£; N):

& ' £ ) * > > S = (tfi, PK(S, £>; Af) V-2) + O (c-2(Ar+1>) (22)

It should be pointed out here thai despite I adopt Eq.(l) with f = 1/6 as the correct field-
theoretical counterpart of structureless particle in Vj.3 , in the present paper I substitute into
Eq.(21) the canonical expression for the energy-momentum tensor

r°f>W = \ fa W + <W *><•* - s°» (#V M -' ( x ) ^ 2 ) ) ' (23)

corresponding to £ = 0 because it is simpler and docs not change the principal points of the
construction under consideration. The case of C, = 1/6 deserves of special study.

Omitting straightforward calculations, see details in [8], I expose only the resulting quasi-
non-reiativistic operator of projection of momentum on a given vector field K" in Vi,3 :

- — ((thOy (KT) thD) \vN + 0 (c-2<N+1>) . (24)

where //« = iln — ' - | (VT) . Il is easily seen that

There arc two explicitly distinctive samplings of Kv\ (TA') ~ 0 and K(l = cr^r". In the
first case one obtains the "space" momentum:

For N = 0, i.e. in the exact clativistk li

W i , ») l(,h-|=«= «'« f (A'/J) + ^

that i.s the operator coim;ic!(.'s willi the restriction of I.I10 o\>rmUtr /V . l'''i-(-i)i '•<» Hie vcd.or
fields K"(x) tangent to hypcrsurfaces S. It can hv. shown also lliat for N > i tlicrr JIIT no
mutually commuting three operators PK.,N{X, I)) cxr.c.|)t V,,:s is n s[>al ially flat lt<jl>c.rl.s<in
Walker space-time and X. ~ ll.i.

In the case of A'" ~- cT^r" simple transformations give tin; asymptotical opciiilor of energy

cp, M (») = "'c' + K
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Now I remind that the operator VN is defined by Eq.(17) up to asymptotically unitary operator.
It can be proved [9] that this operator can be chosen so that

= me' + / /* + O(C-2<"+1>)- (28)

5. The one-particle operator of spatial position in
the quasi-non-relativisitic representation

As concerns the observable of position, contrary to the momentum, the Lagrangian for-
malism provides for it no definite field-theoretical expression analogous to Eq.(21). It remains
only to appeal to arguments of covariance, simplicity, economy and correspondence, which,
however, look quite suffice to determine the operators of position on the hypersurfaces . Three
scalar functions g£\x), a,b,... = 1,2,3, x 6 K,3 are satisfying the conditions

determine a point on each hypersurface S. The lower index 5 indicates dependence of choice of
Is (x) o n ' n e hypersurface S. Following to the analogy with Sec.2. I shall call these functions
as "spatial position type functions".

The simplest and natural real quadratic operator in the T analogous Eq.(21) and including
the function q\*(x) is

It is interesting that Eq.(30) and therefore the operators of spatial position type functions
have 6ense only for the quantized ^, contrary to the momentum Eq('?l), which has sense for
classical field 0 , too. It should be noted also that in Et,3 and 5 ~ tt3 the version of Q1"1' for
?'"' = x", Cartesian coordinates, was considered in [10].

The matrix clement of the second-quantized operator C'"'{^i $} c a n ^ e asymptotically
expressed by. use of Eqs.(ll),(13),(16) as matrix elements of an operator between the corre-
sponding wave functions i>i,ij>i € ^>(S\ N):

S('V+") (31)

where

(32)

fn llir first non-zero approximation and for choice of V% = V3 this formula reads

So, tho. first relativistic correction vanishes and the operators of space coordinates commute
up to O(c~*) and may \n\ taken up to this accuracy as a complete set of operators of the ob-
servabica, but for N > 1 they arc non -commutativc.Thus, tlic field-theoretically determined



operators of the space position ?j£ (z) and of the space momentum Pa^t^ix) cannot coincide
with the canonically conjugated primary operators, arising from quantization of mechanics,
unless N <2. '

6. The globally static and Minkowskian space-times

In the globally static Vj,3 , where a frame of reference T$(X) exists that satisfies the Killing
equation VaTp + VpTc = 0, if 5(i)is chosen so that rg = cd°8, and VjJ = Ŵ> one comes to
the following formal dosed expressions for N —» oo :

•=3) ' P*)

(35)

.(a) (a) 1 " (o) * 1

It should be emphasized that these formulae are the exact relativistic ones.

Proceed further with E\;i and £ ~ R3, i.e. the inertial frames of reference, and with
Cartesian coordinates 1" on II3. It follows from Eq.(37) that, if fl{JiiOO

 = l O ' ' 'n e n

x° = x* • i . (38)

and this is again an exact relativistic relation!
Recall now that this is quasi-non-relativistic representation of the obscrvables, that is

representation in <P. It can be shown that "P is in one-to 7«nc corresjMwidcnce with the space
of negative-frequency solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation • " and different choices of
ij ~ H3 correspond to transformations of a representation of tiie Poincare group on 4>~. The
given quasi-non-relativistic representation can be mapped to a representation in $~ so that
the operator corresponding to £" will be there just the known JVewton-Wigflor operator, sen
details in [8]. However, starting with genera! ' / ^ ( z ) one finds generalization of the Newton
Wigner operator to the curvilinear position type functions in any globally static '/|V3 ami, i»
the asymptotical sense, even in any Vi,3 at all.

Returning to E),s and inertia! frames one sees that the relalivistic corrections are non-
zero in general if curvilinear coordinates on R3 are taken as f / ' j ^ . U*, e.g. <l\'l,^,{x) = >", the
ordinary radial coordinate. Then, for < t >}̂ » h/mc, one has from F*|.(!!7)

(••«>>

Apparently, Eqs.(38), (39) mean also that radial positions of a <(iirtritinn parli<-.)e (ifl.cnintirrl
by direct measurement of the coordinate r and calculated after measiirnmnt of thrw; Carl<»t<in
coordinates x' will differ if the rclativistic corrections arc taken into account.
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At last, take in £1,3 a pojection of the momentum on the axis of a Cartesian coordinate

x" following from Eq.(35):

• • *-(>•!§)'(-&)• ( • - £ * ) • «->
and calculate the uncertainty relation

Obviously, this is the celebrated Heisenberg's uncertainty relation in the quantum mechan-
ics in which c is not infinite. It might be said even that this is the true uncertainty relation!

7. Concluding Remarks

Thus, the structure is extracted from the initial general-relativistic setting of the quantum
theory of the scalar field <j> that can be considered as quantum mechanics in K.3 in the
Schrodinger picture, which includes relativistic corrections not only in the hamiltonian of the
Schrodinger equationbut also in the operators of primary observables. In the terms pertaining
to these corrections the operators differ from their counterparts resulting from quantization
of a classical spinless particle. In general, they do not commute at all and thus the quan-
tum phase space loses the feature that half its coordinates retain a manifold structure, which
Biedenharn [9] called "a miracle of quantization". This non-commutativity expands up to
the exact (in the sense "non-asymptotic in c~J") quantum mechanics of a free motion in the
Minkpwskian space-time if curvilinear coordinates are taken as observables, which are neces-
sary if non-inertial frames of references are considered.
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